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Answer: A 

QUESTION: 119 
In addition to the STRCMNTRC command, which of the following can be used to 
initiate a communications trace? 

A. STRSST 
B. STRDST 
C. VFYCMN 
D. In the Network portion of iSeries Navigator, Options tab, Start Trace 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 120 
What keyword and parameter entries should be added to the SBMJOB command to 
ensure a complete job log will always be produced? 

A. JOBLOG(*PRINT) 
B. PRTJOBLOG(*YES) 
C. LOG(4 00 *SECLVL) 
D. JOBLOGPRT(*SECLVL) 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 121 
A new iSeries has been installed but the SMTP, Management Central, and HTTP 
Admin servers start but fail to stay running. What is the most likely cause of this 
problem? 

A. TCP/IP is not started. 
B. The QSERVER subsystem is not active. 
C. An entry does not exist in OS/400's host table for the system. 
D. There are multiple IP addresses assigned to the primary network interface on this 
system. 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 122
 
A new iSeries has been installed and assigned the host/domain name xyz.abcco.com,
 
but the iSeries NetServer does not start. What is the most likely cause of the
 
problem?
 

A. The QSERVER subsystem is not active. 
B. The controlling subsystem is in restricted state. 
C. The host table alias entry for xyz.abcco.com is needed. 
D. There are multiple TCP/IP address hosted on the LAN adapter. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 123 
A program which ran correctly during the previous hour, has now halted with the 
following error: CPF4131 - Level check on file ABC in library XYZ. Library XYZ 
and all files in it were created via SQL, the program with the error is an RPG IV 
program. Which of the following will help determine why the file no longer matches 
the description the program expects? 

A. Use DSPLOG starting at the time the program last ran successfully looking for 
entries describing changes made to the file description. 
B. Use DSPMSG QSYSOPR starting at the time the program last ran successfully 
looking for entries describing changes made to the file description. 
C. Use DSPJRN on XYZ/QSQJRN starting at the time the program last ran 
successfully looking for entries describing changes made to the file description. 
D. Use DSPJRN on QSYS/QDBJRN starting at the time the program last ran 
successfully looking for entries describing changes made to the file description. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 124
 
The operator has reported a message indicating an overflow condition on ASP 3.
 
Which of the following actions will repair the overflow condition, and ensure that all
 
objects that originally existed in ASP 3 continue to exist in ASP 3?
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A. Enable compression for the libraries in ASP 3. 
B. Use the STRSST command to add disk to ASP 3, and IPL. 
C. Run Reorganize Disk Storage to free unused space and recover overflow data. 
D. Back up all of the libraries in ASP 3, add disk to ASP 3, then delete and restore 
the saved libraries. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 125 
What can be done to keep critical QSYSOPR messages such as hardware failures 
and critical storage conditions from being overlooked? 

A. Monitor the QSECOFR message queue instead. 
B. Use DSPLOG to find the critical messages of concern. 
C. Change the QSYSOPR message queue to break mode at severity 90. 
D. Create the QSYSMSG message queue in library QSYS and monitor that queue. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 126 
The message 'Critical Storage Conditions may exist' has appeared in the QSYSOPR 
message queue. The system administrator has determined that the current storage is 
acceptable. How can the threshold be changed? 

A. Change the system value QSTGLOWACN to *NOMSG 
B. Change the system value QSTGLOWLMT to a higher value. 
C. Change the Management Central storage monitor threshold. 
D. Use iSeries Navigator to raise the Disk Pool 1 storage limit. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 127 
A system administrator is trying to diagnose a problem with a user program that ran 
in batch. The QSYSOPR message queue has been cleared since the job ended. 
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Which of the following locations might contain information that could help diagnose 
the problem? 

A. The history log, the problem log 
B. The QSYSMSG message queue, the problem log 
C. The history log, the QEZJOBLOG output queue 
D. The QEZJOBLOG output queue, the QSYSMSG message queue 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 128 
The system attention light is on with an SRC showing, although the system is still 
functioning. Which iSeries manual would be appropriate for determining which 
system component the SRC applies to? 

A. Service Functions 
B. iSeries Work Management Guide 
C. OS/400 Backup and Recovery Guide 
D. Problem Analysis, Repair and Parts 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 129 
The iSeries system is displaying an SRC code on the front panel. What function 
code displays the first SRC code? 

A. 4 
B. 11 
C. 13 
D. 21 

Answer: B 
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